BETTER FIT for BETTER PROTECTION and INCREASED COMFORT

- Stays sealed while you work, breathe, and speak
- Protection against airborne bacteria, molds, and viruses including H1N1 and Swine Flu
- Protects against allergens, smoke, ash, soot, and fine particle air pollution (PM2.5)
- Meets CDC guidelines for TB exposure control
Why other N95 masks may fail to protect you

If your N95 mask doesn’t seal to your face and remain sealed, the simple fact is you are NOT protected. Anyone who has worn an N95 mask has experienced the substandard performance of many N95s — poor fit, poor seal, and uncomfortable to wear.

Particles in and around your nose after wearing an N95 mask indicate the seal around the edges of the mask has failed, allowing particles into your breathing zone. The facial seal is the single most important factor in protecting your lungs.

What makes SoftSeal masks better

SoftSeal masks are specifically designed to seal to your face, remain sealed so you stay protected, and be comfortable to wear for extended periods. Here’s how:

**SILICONE SEAL**
- The 360 degree silicone seal molds to your face, maintaining the seal even while speaking or moving.
- As you inhale, the thin, feathered edge of the silicone seal tightens to your face.
- Molded-in adjustable nose clip can be shaped to your nose and won’t peel off.

**PERSONALIZED FIT FOR A TIGHT SEAL**
- Three sizes ensure a personalized fit and tight seal.
- While most masks use staples that can leak, SoftSeal’s 4-point, wide head straps are molded into the silicone face seal to help prevent leakage.
- Dual straps above and below the ears provide sealing forces in two directions.
- Tensioning clips in each head strap enable manual adjustment for an even better fit.

**COMFORT**
- No itchy material against your skin.
- An internal structure prevents mask collapse while breathing and improves the mask’s durability.
- CoolTech™ Valve reduces heat and moisture in the mask.
- SoftSeal’s no-fog design keeps goggles and glasses fog-free.

Available in 3 sizes for a personalized fit:
- Medium PN 16-90084
- Large PN 16-90083
- X-Large PN 16-90082